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Abstract. In the VAMP (verified architecture microproces-
sor) project we have designed, functionally verified, and syn-
thesized a processor with full DLX instruction set, delayed
branch, Tomasulo scheduler, maskable nested precise inter-
rupts, pipelined fully IEEE compatible dual precision float-
ing point unit with variable latency, and separate instruction
and data caches. The verification has been carried out in the
theorem proving system PVS. The processor has been imple-
mented on a Xilinx FPGA.

1 Introduction

1.1 Previous work

Work on the formal verification of processors so far has con-
centrated mainly on the following aspects of architectures:

i) Microprocessors with in-order scheduling, one or several
pipelines including result forwarding, stalling, and inter-
rupt mechanisms [11,29,49]. The verification of the very
simple, non-pipelined FM9001 processor is reported in
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[9, 10]. Using the flushing method from [11] and unin-
terpreted functions for modeling functional units, super-
scalar processors with multicycle execution units, excep-
tions and branch prediction [49] have been verified by
automatic BDD based methods. Also, one can transform
specification machines into simple pipelines (with for-
warding and stalling mechanism) by an automatic trans-
formation, and automatically generate formal correctness
proofs for this transformation [31].

ii) Tomasulo schedulers with reorder buffers for the support
of precise interrupts [14, 19, 33, 43]. Exploiting symme-
tries, McMillan [33] has shown the correctness of a pow-
erful Tomasulo scheduler with a remarkable degree of
automation. Using theorem proving, Sawada and Hunt
[20,43,44] show the correctness of an entire out-of-order
processor, precise interrupts, and a store buffer for the
memory unit. They also consider self-modifying code (by
means of asyncinstruction).

iii) Floating point units. The correctness of an important col-
lection of floating point algorithms is shown in [40, 41]
using the theorem proving system ACL2. Using a com-
bination of theorem proving and model checking tech-
niques, correctness proofs for the floating point units of
Pentium processors are reported in [13,38]. Based on the
constructions and on the paper and pencil proofs in [37]
a fully IEEE compatible floating point unit has been ver-
ified [3, 24, 25] (using mostly but not exclusively theo-
rem proving). In [46] and [26] the verification of fused-
multiply-add FPUs is reported.

iv) Caches. Multiple cache coherence protocols have been
formally verified, e.g., [15, 34, 45, 47]. Paper and pen-
cil proofs are error prone, and hence the generation of
proofs for interactive theorem proving systems is slow.
The method of choice is model checking. The composi-
tional techniques employed by McMillan [34] even allow
for the verification of parameterized designs, i.e., cache
coherence is shown for an arbitrary number of processors.
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1.2 Simplifications, abstractions and restrictions

Except for the work on floating point units, the cache coher-
ence protocol in [15], and the FM9001 processor [9],none
of the papers quoted above states that the verified design ac-
tually has been implemented.All results cited above except
[3,9,15,24,25] use several simplifications and abstractions:

i) The realized instruction set is restricted: always included
are the six instructions considered in [11]: load word,
store word, jump, branch equal zero, ALU register op-
erations, ALU immediate operations. Five typical extra
instructions are trap, return from exception, move to and
from special registers, and sync [43]. The branch equal
zero instruction is generalized in [49] by an uninterpreted
test evaluation function. Most notably the verification of
machines with load/store operations on half words and
bytes has apparently not been reported. In [48] the au-
thors report an attempt to handle these instructions by au-
tomatic methods which was unsuccessful due to memory
overflow.

ii) Delayed branch is replaced by non-deterministic specula-
tion (speculating branch taken/not taken).

iii) Sometimes, non-implementable constructs are used in the
processors: e.g., Hosabettu et.al. [19] use tags from an
infinite set. Obviously, this is not directly implementable
in real hardware.

iv) The verification of Intel’s and AMD’s FPUs does neither
cover the handling of denormal numbers nor of excep-
tion flags. The verification of a dual precision FPU has
not been reported (though, obviously, Intel’s and AMD’s
FPUs are capable of dual precision). IBM’s FPU verifica-
tion [26] does handle denormal numbers, exception flags,
and dual precision, but does not cover the verification of
the multiplier array.

v) No verification of a memory unit with caches has been
reported. Eiriksson [15] only reports the verification of
a bit-level implementation of a cache coherence protocol
without data consistency.

vi) The verification of pipelines or Tomasulo schedulers with
instantiatedfloating point units and memory units with
caches and main memory bus protocol has not been re-
ported apart from the VAMP project [6]. Indeed, in [48]
the authors state: “An area of future work will be to prove
that the correctness of an abstract term-level model im-
plies the correctness of the original bit-level design.”

1.3 Results and overview

In the VAMP project [8] we have designed, formally verified,
and synthesized a processor with full DLX instruction set,
delayed branch, Tomasulo scheduler [28], maskable nested
precise interrupts [6], pipelined fully IEEE 754 [21] com-
patible dual precision floating point units with variable la-
tency [2, 3, 23–25], as well as separate, coherent instruction
and data caches [6]. The caches are connected to a unified

main memory with arbitrary variable latency. The main mem-
ory uses a bus protocol that supports burst accesses [6]. We
use only finite tags in the hardware. Thus all abstractions,
restrictions, and simplifications mentioned above have been
removed. Specification and verification was performed using
the interactive theorem proving system PVS [39].

Our hardware is written in a small subset of the PVS lan-
guage. We use recursion and module instantiation for struc-
tured design, but the complete design can be unrolled down
to the level of single bits and gates. This subset of the PVS
language can be easily translated into common hardware de-
scription languages. For that purpose, we have developed a
translation toolpvs2hdl [7] that takes our PVS hardware
description and translates it into gate-level Verilog HDL.The
pvs2hdl tool is not formally verified. Using Xilinx synthe-
sis tools, we have implemented the VAMP [32] on a Xilinx
FPGA. We add a small non-verified logic to the FPGA for
bridging between the external SDRAM and the VAMP main
memory protocol. We have ported thegcc and theglibc to
the VAMP architecture [35]. The verified VAMP is running
small test-applications on the FPGA; we did not find a single
bug after completing the formal verification of the VAMP in
PVS.

All PVS specifications and proofs, the Verilog files, and
the sources ofpvs2hdl , gcc , andglibc are available at
our web site [1].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we summarize the fixed point instruction set, its float-
ing point extension, and the interrupt support in the VAMP.
We give a micro-architectural overview. Section 3 describes
the correctness criterion, the main proof strategy, and thein-
tegration of the functional units into the Tomasulo core. Cor-
rectness criterion and proof strategy are based on scheduling
functions [30, 37], which are similar to thestg-component
of MAETTs [42]. The model of the functional unit is in a
nontrivial way more general than previous models without
complicating interactive proofs too much. Section 4 presents
a delayed branch mechanism and summarizes the specifica-
tion and verification of an interrupt mechanism for maskable
nested precise interrupts and delayed PC from [37]. Section5
describes the verification of the floating point units. We fo-
cus on the decomposition of the FPU correctness proofs into
the correctness of the algorithms, the correctness of the com-
binational circuits that implement these algorithms, and the
verification of the pipelining of these combinational circuits.

Section 6 introduces the concept of a memory interface
that plays a central role in the decomposition of the correct-
ness proofs of the VAMP with split caches. We summarize
the proof ideas used in the verification of a CPU accessing
such a memory interface, in particular dealing with loads and
stores of variable operand width, precise interrupts, and self-
modifying code. An implementation of a cache memory in-
terface is given in section 7 together with a sketch of the proof
that this implementation really fulfills the specification of a
memory interface. Section 8 describes how the VAMP hard-
ware is described in PVS, the translation toolpvs2hdl , and
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the implementation of the VAMP on a Xilinx FPGA. Sec-
tion 9 gives an overview of the verification effort for various
parts of the project. Finally, section 10 summarizes our work,
and sketches directions of some future work.

2 Overview of the VAMP processor

2.1 Instruction set

The full DLX instruction set from [17] is realized. This in-
cludes loads and stores for double words, words, half words,
and bytes, various shift operations, and two jump-and-link
operations. Loads of bytes and half words can be unsigned
or signed. In order to support the pipelining of instruction
fetches, delayed branch with one delay slot is used. Note that
delayed branch changes the sequential semantics of program
execution.

The floating point extension of the DLX instruction set
from [37] is supported. The floating point register file com-
prises 32 registers of single precision numbers as well as a
single floating point condition code register FCC. Pairs of
floating point registers can be accessed as registers for double
precision numbers (with an even register address). Supported
operations are: i) loads and stores for singles and doubles.
ii) +, −, ×, ÷ both for single and double precision num-
bers. iii) test-and-set, the result is stored in FCC. iv) condi-
tional branches as a function of FCC. v) conversions between
singles, doubles and integers. vi) moves between the general
purpose register file and the floating point register file. Oper-
ations are fully IEEE compatible [21]. In particular, all four
rounding modes, denormal numbers, and exponent wrapping
as a function of the interrupt masks are realized. Rounding
mode and interrupt masks are stored in the special purpose
register file (SPR).

2.2 Interrupt support

Presently, the VAMP supports 13 internal interrupts (cf. ta-
ble 1 in section 4.2). Interrupts are maskable and precise.
Floating point interrupts are accumulated in 5 bits of a spe-
cial purpose registerIEEEf (IEEE flag) as required by the
IEEE standard. All special purpose registers are collectedinto
a special purpose register file (details in section 4.2). Oper-
ations supporting the interrupt mechanism are: i) moves be-
tween general purpose registers and special purpose registers.
ii) trap. iii) return-from-exception.

2.3 Microarchitecture overview

Figure 1 gives a high level overview of the VAMP microar-
chitecture. Stages IF and ID—instruction fetch and decode—
realize a pipelined implementation of delayed branch as ex-
plained in section 4. The lower three stages are “execution”
EX, “completion” C, and “writeback” WB. Together they re-
alize a Tomasulo scheduler with 5 functional units, a fair
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Fig. 1. Main data paths of the VAMP processor

scheduling policy on the common data bus CDB, and a re-
order buffer ROB for precise interrupts. The reservation sta-
tions hold up to 6 operands for any instruction as explained
in section 5. The functional units can produce up to 4 results
per instruction: double precision results are produced as 2re-
sults, each 32 bit wide. This allows for a simple embedding
of 64 bit wide data in a mostly 32 bit wide processor. Ad-
ditionally, the functional units produce interrupt flags (called
“exception cause”, ECA) and exception data (EData) that is
saved in case of an interrupt. For the memory unit, e.g., the
exception data consists of the effective address of the mem-
ory access. Hence, a total of up to 4 results has to be stored
in the producer registers per instruction.

The VAMP offers 8 reservation stations: 4 reservation sta-
tions serve the fixed point unit (FXU); the memory unit and
the three FPUs are each served by one reservation station.
The reorder buffer also has 8 entries. The data output of the
reorder buffer is 64 bits wide. The floating point register file
FPR is physically realized as 16 registers, each 64 bits wide.
The general purpose registers file GPR and the special pur-
pose register file SPR are both 32 bits wide, and have 32 and
9 entries, respectively. They are connected to the low-order
bits of the ROB output.

Some instructions are not issued into any reservation sta-
tion, but directly into the ROB since they do not really ‘com-
pute’ anything and thus do not need to enter a functional unit.
This special issuing occurs for return from exception, traps,
branch, and jump instructions, as well as moves between SPR
and GPR. We support jumps to immediate and register des-
tinations both with or without storing the return address in
register 31 of the GPR for subroutine calls.
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2.3.1 Memory unit

The memory unit has two pipeline stages and supports loads
and stores of bytes, halfwords, words, and doubles. The float-
ing point memory operations support single and double preci-
sion data, the integer memory operations support bytes, half-
words, and words. For integer load operations, both signed
and unsigned versions are implemented. Misaligned memory
accesses as specified in section 6.2 raise an exception. The
memory instructions are processed in order. Currently, there
is no store buffer and no support for address translation.

The memory unit also fetches instructions from the pro-
gram counter into the instruction register IR. The memory
unit internally consists of a split instruction and data cache,
which allows for concurrent data and instruction accesses.
The two caches are kept coherent. They are connected to a
unified main memory.

2.3.2 Fixed point unit

The fixed point unit supports the usual set of addition, sub-
traction, shifts, test, and logical operations on 32-bit integer
operands. There are two versions of the addition and subtrac-
tion instructions, one that raises an arithmetical interrupt in
case of an overflow and one that does not. Both arithmetical
and logical shifts to the left and to the right are supported.All
operations are supported in a version with two source regis-
ters as well as with one source register and a sign-extended
immediate constant from the instruction word. The FXU is
combinational.

2.3.3 Floating point units

The VAMP features three specialized pipelined floating point
units with variable latency. FPU1 performs additions and sub-
tractions, FPU2 multiplications and divisions, and FPU3 test-
and-set as well as conversions. All units support single and
double precision operations. The full set of exceptions ac-
cording to [21] is supported.

3 Correctness criterion and Tomasulo algorithm

3.1 Notations

We consider a specification machineS and an implementa-
tion machineI. Configurations of these machines are tuples,
whose componentsRS andRI , respectively, are registers or
memories. Register contents are bit strings. Memory contents
are modeled as mappings from addresses (bit strings) to bit
strings. For example,PCS denotes the program counter of
the specification machine, andMI denotes the main memory
of the implementation machine. Note thatMI actually repre-
sents the abstract layer of a memory interface as introducedin
section 6; thus, the actual implementation of the cache mem-
ory interface of the VAMP is hidden from the top-level proof.

The specification machine processes a sequence of in-
structionsI0, I1, . . . at the rate of one instruction per step.
We denote byRi

S the content of componentR beforeexe-
cution of instructionIi. One step of the implementation ma-
chine is a hardware cycle, and we denote byRt

I the content
of componentR during cyclet. The fetch of the 4 bytes of an
instruction into the instruction registerIR of the implemen-
tation machine during cyclet can be specified byIRt+1

I :=
M t

I [PCt
I + 3 : PCt

I ].
Although the instruction register is not a visible register,

one can specify the desired contentIRi
S of the instruction

register for the specification machine for instructionIi as a
function of the visible components byIRi

S = M i
S [PCi

S +3 :
PCi

S ]. Defining the next configurationci+1
S of the specifi-

cation machine involves many such intermediate definitions,
e.g., the immediate constantimmi

S , the effective memory ac-
cess addresseai

S, etc. Starting from the visible components
RS we extend the configuration of the specification machine
in this way by numerous (redundant) secondary components.

3.2 Scheduling functions

For hardware cyclest and pipeline stagesk of the implemen-
tation machine, we formally define an integer valued schedul-
ing function sI(k, t) [30], wheresI(k, t) = i has the in-
tended meaning that an instructionIi is in stagek during
cyclet.

By treating instruction numbers like integer valued tags,1

the definition of these scheduling functions for invisible reg-
isters is straightforward. We initializesI(k, 0) := −1 for all
stages in order to model that the register contains arbitrary
data initially. We then “clock” these tags through the pipeline
stages under the control of the update enable signals2 uek

for the output registers of stagek. If a stage is not clocked,
the scheduling function is not changed, i.e.,sI(k, t + 1) :=
sI(k, t). Note that we introduce separate “stages”k for each
reservation station and ROB entry.

If stagek receives data from stagek′ in cycle t, we de-
fine sI(k, t + 1) := sI(k′, t). Note that this covers the case
that a stage can receive data from two different stages, say
k′ andk′′, since in a fixed cyclet, it receives data from only
one of these stages. This occurs at the ROB, e.g., where we
allow bypassing branch instructions from the instruction reg-
ister directly into the ROB without going through a functional
unit. Thus, the ROB can receive data from the CDB and from
the instruction register. This covers all cases except for the
initial pipeline stage, i.e., the decode stage.3 Therefore, we
definesI(dec, t + 1) := sI(dec, t) + 1 if a new instruction
is fetched into the VAMP pipeline in cyclet since the con-

1 Having integer valued tags is only a proof trick. In hardware, we only
use finite tags. During the proof of correctness for the Tomasulo scheduler,
we prove that these finite tags properly match to the infinite instruction num-
ber.

2 Update enable signals are sometimes called ‘register activates’. They
are used to (de-)activate updating of register contents.

3 We introduce symbolic names for some stagesk, e.g.,dec andmem.
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tent of the decode stage progresses by one instruction in the
instruction streamI0, I1, . . .

For visible registers on the other hand, we introduce a dif-
ferent kind of scheduling function. LetR be a visible register
that is updated from an invisible register in some stagek, e.g.,
take the visible memoryM that is updated from the mem-
ory stagemem in the memory unit. Initially, we define the
scheduling function for the visible register bysI(R, 0) := 0.
If uet

k holds, we havesI(R, t + 1) := sI(k, t) + 1; other-
wise, we simply havesI(R, t + 1) = sI(R, t). We apply this
principle of scheduling functions for visible registers tothe
program counters, the register files, and the memory;4 we in-
troduce the shorthand notationsI(wb, t) for the scheduling
function ofall register files.

In order to argue about the program counter for the cor-
rectness of instruction fetch in section 6.3, we introduce an
additional scheduling functionsI(fetch, t) := sI(dec, t)+1
that is not used in our correctness criteria.

3.3 Correctness criterion

We are interested in the correctness of all visible registers af-
ter certain instructionsIi respectively before instructionIi+1.
Hence, we use the scheduling function for visible registers
and claim for anyR ∈ {DPC, PC′, M, GPR, FPR, SPR}

that Rt
I = R

sI(R,t)
S holds. For any invisible registerR in

some stagek, we claimRt
I = R

sI(k,t)
S in case ofsI(k, t) ≥

0, whereRi
S is a redundant component of the configuration of

the specification machine. We introduce the shorthand nota-
tion corr?(t) for the correctness ofall registers in the VAMP,
i.e., both visible and invisible registers. In general, we prove
corr?(t) by induction ont. Note that we derive the initial
specification configurationc0

S from the initial implementation
configurationc0

I by just ‘copying’ all the visible registers.
The liveness criterion states that all instructions that are

not interrupted reach the writeback stage. We have separate
formal liveness proofs for the scheduler and the functional
units, but currently no combined liveness proof for the entire
machine. This is future work.

4 Note that we introduced a ‘bookkeeping’ stagemem′ with its corre-
sponding scheduling functionsI(mem′, t) for the visible memory in [8]
instead of the more intuitive version ofsI(M, t) we present here.

Paper and pencil proofs for the correctness of Tomasulo
schedulers tend to follow a canonical pattern: i) For instruc-
tionsIi and register operandR, one defineslast(i, R) as the
index of the last instruction beforeIi which wrote register
R. ii) One shows by induction that the formal definitions of
tags and valid bits have the intended meaning. In our setting,
this means that the finite tags in hardware correspond to the
integer valued tags provided by the scheduling functionsI.
iii) Finally, one has to show that the reservation station of
instructionIi reconstructsRlast(i,R)

S . The rest is easy.
It is important to observe that the structure of these paper

and pencil proofs and their formal (theorem proving) counter
parts do not depend much on the fixed or variable latency
of functional units or whether these units are pipelined. The
Tomasulo scheduler recognizes instructions completed by the
functional units simply by examining the tags returned from
the units. The situation is very different for model checking
[49].

3.4 Integration of functional units

The overall correctness proof is decomposed into a scheduler
proof as outlined above and several functional unit proofs by
the following specifications for the functional units [23, 24].
Notations refer to figure 2.

i) ∀t : stalltin =⇒ ¬validt
out, i.e., if the scheduler as-

sertsstallin, the functional unit does not return a valid
instruction.

ii) ∀t∃t′ > t : ¬stallt
′

out, i.e., thestallout signal is never
active indefinitely.

iii) Data-liveness: instructions dispatched withtagin = tg at
time t will eventually (at timet′ ≥ t) return a result with
the same tag , i.e.,tagt′

out = tg. Moreover,datat′

out =
f(datat

in) wheref is the (combinational) function the
functional unit is supposed to compute.

iv) Tag-consistency: for each timet at which a result with
tag tg is returned, there is an earlier timet′ ≤ t such
that an instruction with tagtg was dispatched at timet′,
and tagtg was not returned betweent′ andt. Hence, the
functional units do not create spurious outputs.

These four conditions must be shown for each of the func-
tional units provided the scheduler guarantees the following
three conditions: i) No instruction is dispatched to a func-
tional unit which sends astallout signal to its reservation sta-
tion. ii) The functional units are not stalled forever by the
producers. iii) Tag-uniqueness: no tag which is dispatched
into a functional unit is currently in use. Observe, that tags
may be reused after writeback of the instruction. Other re-
searchers [19] have verified Tomasulo-schedulers with infi-
nite tags and without reusing tags. This makes the verification
of tag-consistency and tag-uniqueness much simpler; how-
ever, infinite tag spaces are obviously not implementable in
hardware.

Note that the above specification does not require that in-
structions leave the functional units in the same order they
enter the units, i.e., functional units may reorder instructions
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internally. All three VAMP FPUs exploit this, as will be seen
in section 5.3.

3.5 IEEEf implementation and correctness

The IEEE standard [21] requires that every floating-point op-
eration computes 5 exception bits (e.g., overflow and under-
flow), which are accumulated in status flags. Each flag is set
whenever the corresponding exception occurs, and it is reset
only through explicit writes to the status flag. In the VAMP,
the 5 status flags are stored in the special purpose register
IEEEf , which is updated after every FPU instruction, and
which can be written and read explicitly by means of moves
between the SPR and GPR.

Since new exception bits have to be or-ed to theIEEEf
register for every FPU instruction, formallyIEEEf is both
source and destination operand of every floating point in-
struction. IfIEEEf would be handled by the Tomasulo sched-
uler as a regular register, at most one floating point instruc-
tion could be in all three FPUstogetherat any time. In or-
der to significantly increase performance and keep the size
of reservation stations, CDB, and ROB small, we instead up-
dateIEEEf during writeback in a special way: every FPU
instruction computes the new exceptions and stores them in
the exception cause (ECA) register that is present in the ROB
anyway. When the instruction is written back from the ROB
into the register file, this ECA register is logically or-ed to
theIEEEf register. That means that the standard dependency
check performed by the Tomasulo algorithm is not performed
for theIEEEf register.

Explicit writes to IEEEf by means of a special move
instruction are not affected by this change in the Tomasulo
algorithm. However, the forwarding mechanism of the stan-
dard Tomasulo algorithm is then no longer correct for explicit
reads ofIEEEf , i.e, special moves between SPR and GPR
with source registerIEEEf require additional consideration.
We therefore add a hardware synchronization for any instruc-
tion Ii explicitly readingIEEEf : instruction issue ofIi is
stalled until the reorder buffer has run empty, i.e., until no
other instruction that might possibly update theIEEEf regis-
ter is alive in the VAMP processor.

In addition to the Tomasulo algorithm with reorder buffer,
we verified the correctness of thisIEEEf extension and its
implementation in the VAMP [6, Chap. 4.4.1]. Note that this
synchronization with the high penalty of letting the VAMP
run empty is only necessary for explicit reads ofIEEEf – the
much more numerous standard floating point instructions are
not affected. A move instruction fromIEEEf to general pur-
pose register0, which is constantly0, acts as asyncoperation
for self-modifying code as described in section 6.3.

4 Delayed branch and maskable nested precise
interrupts

4.1 Delayed branch

We have separate instruction fetch and decode stages in the
VAMP as depicted in figure 1. While some branch instruction
Ii is in the decode stage we already fetch the next instruction
Ii+1. In order to evaluate the branch condition prior to the
next instruction fetch, one would basically have to do instruc-
tion decode and fetch in one cycle which increases cycle time
considerably. Therefore, only two feasible solutions remain:
i) Predict the program counter of the next instruction and per-
form a rollback in case of misprediction. ii) Change the se-
mantics of the assembler instruction set such that jumps and
branches take effect only with a delay of one instruction. We
decided to use the delayed branch mechanism in the VAMP
which delays the effect of taken branches by one instruction.
In the delayed branch mechanism, taken branches yield a new
PC of the formPC + imm + 4, andPC + 8 is saved to the
register file during jump-and-link.

We implement the delayed branch with the equivalent de-
layed PC mechanism [30,37] whereall PC computations are
delayed by one instruction. Thus, the two PCs basically form
a two-stage pipeline in thespecification. For delayed PC one
uses an intermediate program counterPC′ with branch tar-
getsPC′ + imm, all fetches use a delayed program counter
DPC, andPC′ + 4 is saved during jump-and-link.

Figure 3 depicts a pipelined implementation of the de-
layed PC mechanism in the VAMP processor. Indeed, fetch-
ing instructions from the intermediate program counterPC′

is—not only intuitively but formally—forwarding ofDPC.
The role of the multiplexers aboveDPC are explained in the
following section about interrupts.

4.2 Interrupt mechanism and implementation

The formal specification of the interrupt mechanism for de-
layed PC is based on the definitions of [37, Chap. 5, 9.1].
Table 1 shows the supported interrupts.5 The special purpose
registers for the interrupt mechanism are: i) status registerSR
for interrupt masks, ii) two registersECA for exception cause
andEData for parameters passed to the interrupt service rou-
tine, iii) two registersEPC andEDPC for return addresses
for PC′ andDPC and iv) a registerIEEEf for the accumula-
tion of masked floating point exceptions. Return from excep-
tion is achieved by means of a simple instruction that copies
the exception PCs back to the actual PCs; hence, no addi-
tional effort is needed for the verification since return from
exception is already covered by the proof without interrupts.

Interrupts are detected and acted upon during instruction
writeback in the VAMP. As introduced before, both excep-
tion cause and exception data are part of each instruction’s
results in the reorder buffer. Based on the exception cause of

5 Page fault signals and external interrupts are presently tied to zero.
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Fig. 3.VAMP PC environment

the instruction that is currently written back and the valueof
the interrupt mask registerSR in the special purpose regis-
ter file, the implementation computes a signalJISR that is
active iff an interrupt occurs during writeback. IfJISR is ac-
tive, the program counters are set to the start of the inter-
rupt service routine,SISR, all interrupts are masked, and the
interrupt cause as well as the PCs of the instruction that is
supposed to be executed after the return from the interrupt
service routine are saved into special purpose registers. Ad-
ditionally, all instructions in the VAMP are squashed, i.e., all
execution units, reservation stations, producer registers, the
reorder buffer, and the instruction register are emptied and all
registers in the three register files are set to valid. This results
in an initial VAMP configuration after an interrupt, i.e., an
empty VAMP where all registers are valid and the PCs point
to the start of the interrupt service routine.

Depending on the type of the interrupt, either theDPC
andPC′ of theinterruptedinstruction or those of the next in-
struction have to be saved into the registerEDPC andEPC
for return from exception. At issue time of an instructionIi,
it is unknown whetherIi will be interrupted and whether the
interrupt requires to repeat the interrupted instruction or not.
Therefore, we have to savetwo pairsof potential return ad-
dresses in the reorder buffer:(PC′i

S , DPCi
S) for interrupts of

type ‘repeat’, and the results of theuninterruptednextPC′

and nextDPC computations(PC′u,i+1
S , DPCu,i+1

S ) for in-
terrupts of type ‘continue’. In case of an interrupt, the correct
pair of PCs in the ROB is then selected depending on the
type of the interrupt. The data paths of the PC environment
are shown in figure 3.

In the implementation, we have to take care that interrupts
are precise with respect to all visible registers. Since thepro-
gram counters are forced to the start of the interrupt service
routine after an interrupt, preciseness for the PCs is trivial.

index name maskable type

0 reset no abort
1 illegal instruction no repeat
2 misalignment no repeat
3 page fault on fetch no repeat
4 page fault load store no repeat
5 trap no continue
6 arithmetic overflow yes continue
7 FPU overflow yes continue
8 FPU underflow yes continue
9 FPU loss of accuracy yes continue
10 FPU division by zero yes continue
11 FPU invalid yes continue
12 FPU unimplemented no continue

Table 1. Implemented interrupts

For the register files, preciseness is also easy to achieve. Dur-
ing a normal writeback as well as on a ‘continue’ interrupt,
the result of the instruction at the head of the reorder buffer
is written back to the register file. However, on a ‘repeat’ in-
terrupt, the result is not written back to the register file since
the instruction is supposed to be executed again.

For the memory unit, we finally have to take care that
stores are only initiated if they cannot be squashed by an in-
terrupt any more. Therefore, a store instruction is held back in
the memory unit until it is the oldest instruction in the VAMP,
i.e., until its tag matches that of the instruction at the head of
the ROB. Note that loads are not affected by this change.

4.3 Correctness criterion with interrupts

The correctness arguments outlined in section 3.3 can only
be applied in the absence of interrupts. We provedcorr?(t)
which guarantees correctness between specification registers
and implementation registers without interrupts. For correct-
ness with interrupts, we first note that we have to claimless
since the VAMP with interrupts may start the execution of in-
structions that will later be squashed and that hence are not
executed at all in the specification. These instructions mayal-
ter the internal state of the VAMP in a way that is not consis-
tent with the specification—of course these changes have to
be rolled-back when the instructions are squashed. We there-
fore define a scheduling functionsI(inst, t) that also takes
interrupts into account: it is incremented when either an in-
struction leaves the VAMP and writes its data back into the
register files or when an interrupt occurs. This definition is
due to the fact that a computation step in the specification is
given either by the execution of an instruction or an interrupt.
The correctness criterion with interrupts is then exclusively
based on thissI(inst, t).

In contrast tocorr?(t), we introduce a new correctness
with interrupts,corr_i?(t), which only covers visible regis-
ters. Additionally, we have to further restrictcorr_i?(t) since
the program counters may also take values never encountered
in the specification and instructions may read the memory
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which are not executed in the specification at all. Hence, our
correctness criterioncorr_i?(t) looks as follows: We claim

full correctness for the register files, i.e.,Rt
I = R

sI(inst,t)
S

for R ∈ {GPR, SPR, FPR}, but for the program counters
and the memory, we only claim correctness in the initial cy-
cle or in the cycle immediately after an interrupt, i.e., for
R ∈ {PC′, DPC, M}, we claim

(t = 0 ∨ JISRt−1
I ) =⇒ Rt

I = R
sI(inst,t)
S .

Although the correctness criterioncorr_i? is weaker than
without interrupts, we believe it is sufficiently strong to cover
an intuitive understanding of correctness. The programmer
is guaranteed to observe the correct content of the register
files in every cycle, and any error in the program counters or
memory can easily be propagated into the register files; also,
after each interrupt, the correctness criterion guarantees that
the VAMP has the correct value on the complete architectural
state. Note that we leave out the PCs and the memory on the
intermediate cycles not because of proof complexity (we have
to cover that for correctness of the register files anyway), but
because of specification complexity.

4.4 Interrupt proof overview

The main idea of integrating interrupt support into the cor-
rectness proof is the following:

i) In the absence of interrupts, we trivially havesI(wb, t) =
sI(inst, t) sincesI(wb, t) counts instructions leaving the
pipeline and writing back their data without interrupts.
In addition,corr_i?(t) does not claim anything for the
memory and the program counters in the absence of in-
terrupts apart from the initial cycle. Therefore,corr?(t)
impliescorr_i?(t) as long as no interrupts occur.6

ii) We show that correctness with interrupts holds until one
cycle after the first interrupt. This is illustrated in fig-
ure 4. Up to the cycle of the first interrupt itself, cor-
rectness with interrupts holds by i) above. Hence, we can
assume that the first interrupt occurs in cyclet and we
have to show that the VAMP state after the ‘interrupt’
step corresponds to the specification state after the in-
terrupt, i.e.,corr_i?(t + 1) holds which meansRt+1

I =

6 Note thatcorr?(t) contains a claimM t
I

= M
sI(M,t)
S

with respect to
the memory’s scheduling functionsI(M, t) and a corresponding claim for
the program counters; however, this allows no immediate conclusion on the
memory or the program counters with respect tosI(inst, t) except when
the VAMP pipeline is empty.

[corr i?(0)]

[ct−l
I ]

[corr i?(t − l)]
[c

sI(inst,t−l)
S ]

[c0
I ] [c

sI(inst,0)
S ]

= =

= =

c
sI(inst,l+1)
S

corr i?(l + 1)
c
l+1
I

c
t+1
I c

sI(inst,t+1)
S

corr i?(t + 1)

as depicted in figure 4
interrupt-free segment

Fig. 5. Showing overall correctness with interrupts

R
sI(inst,t+1)
S for all visible registersR including PCs and

memory sinceJISRt holds. Therefore, we have to do a
brute force proof that the one hardware cycle of the inter-
rupt corresponds to one step in the specification.

iii) We then use the state of the VAMP after the interrupt,
ct+1
I , as initial state for a new instantiation of the correct-

ness proof without interrupts. Note that in order to do so,
the correctness proof without interrupts is parameterized
over an initial state instead of referring to an arbitrary,
but fixed, initial state. As introduced in section 3.3, the
initial state for the specification is derived from the ini-
tial VAMP state by just copying the visible registers. In
this particular case withJISRt andcorr_i?(t + 1) by the
above item, this ‘copying’ of visible registers fromct+1

I

yieldsc
sI(inst,t+1)
S as initial state of the specification for

the proof without interrupts.

We showcorr_i?(t) by induction; for the main case in the
induction step, we knowJISRl and corr_i?(l + 1) by in-
duction hypothesis wherel is the cycle of the last interrupt
beforet. Note thatl + 1 ≤ t holds in particular. We use the
shorthand notation[·] for configurations based oncl+1

I as ini-
tial state, i.e.,[cx

I ] = cx+l+1
I holds. Note that[ct−l

I ] trivially
equalsct+1

I . Figure 5 illustrates our proof idea for overall cor-

rectness. By item iii) above,[csI(inst,0)
S ] = c

sI(inst,l+1)
S holds

sincecorr_i?(l+1) andJISRl both hold. Hence, we can con-
clude[c

sI(inst,t−l)
S ] = c

sI(inst,t+1)
S and it is sufficient to show

[corr_i?(t − l)]. By the definition ofl, thet − l cycles from
l+1 to t contain at most one interrupt, i.e., in cyclet itself. As
introduced in ii), we can therefore conclude[corr_i?(t − l)]
and thus finish the proof.

We now give some details on doing the ‘interrupt step’
proof as introduced in ii), i.e., on showingcorr_i?(t + 1)
given bothJISRt andcorr?(t). In this case,corr_i?(t + 1)
covers all visible registers, i.e., memory, program counters,
and register files. Interrupt handling in the specification ma-
chineS depends on the componentsECA andEData. In the
implementation, the formal correctness of these components
in the ROB in cyclet is asserted without additional verifi-
cation effort bycorr?(t). Hence, the implementation raises
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an interrupt in cyclet iff the specification does for the cor-
responding instructionsI(wb, t). In case of an interrupt, the
program counters are forced to the start of the interrupt ser-
vice routine in both implementation and specification; thus,
correctness of the program counters after an interrupt is triv-
ial. Details on the preciseness of interrupts for the memory
unit are discussed in section 6.4.

For the register files, we basically have to show the fol-
lowing two things: i) the result of the interrupted instruction
is written back to the register file iff the interrupt is of type
continue and ii) some special registers are updated in case of
an interrupt according to the specification. Since exception
cause and data in the implementation are correct in the cy-
cle of an interrupt by the arguments above, the interrupt in
the implementation also has the correct type, i.e., repeat or
continue. By omitting writeback in case of a continue inter-
rupt, correctness of writeback in case of an interrupt is easily
achieved. Further lemmas are needed for the correctness of
the PCs stored in the ROB since two of them are saved into
special registers in order to allow the interrupt handler tocon-
tinue the interrupted program. Details of our interrupt proof
are reported in [6, Chap. 4.5].

5 Floating point unit

The Floating Point Unit actually comprises three execution
units: the multiplicative unit which performs multiplication
and division, the additive unit for addition and subtraction,
and the “misc” unit for floating-point compares and conver-
sions. All these units can handle both single and double pre-
cision data.

The verification of each of the FPUs is split into three
steps: i) formalization of the IEEE standard [21] plus a set
of definitions and theorems about rounding; ii) verificationof
the combinational FPUs against the definitions from i), and
iii) verification of the pipelining of the FPUs. We now de-
scribe these three steps.

5.1 IEEE standard and theory of rounding

The basis of the FPU verification is a formalization of the
IEEE standard 754 [21]. The formalization covers the defini-
tion of floating-point numbers as tuples of sign, exponent, and
fraction. The exponent and fraction in this formalization are
numbers rather than bitvectors, which facilitates the mathe-
matical reasoning about floating-point numbers. Rounding is
captured as combination of floor- and ceiling-functions simi-
lar to [36]; in analogy, exception conditions like overflow and
underflow are defined in terms of numbers.

Based on the formalization of the IEEE standard, we have
verified a theory of IEEE-rounding. One central definition of
this theory is an equivalence relation which separates the real
numbers into equivalence classes that round to the same rep-
resentable floating point number. This is essentially a math-
ematical formulation of guard- and sticky-bits. We have ver-
ified several theorems about this equivalence relation, e.g.,

when numbers are multiplied by powers of 2; this captures
the numerical effect of shifters in hardware.

5.2 Combinational FPUs

As a basis for the construction and verification of the FPU
hardware, we have verified a generic library of arithmetic cir-
cuits like adders, multipliers, leading-zeros counters, etc. [4].
These circuits can be instantiated to arbitrary width as they
are needed for the building of the actual floating-point cir-
cuits. The inputs and outputs of these circuits are tuples of
bits and bitvectors, but the correctness statements for thecir-
cuits cover the mathematical intention of the circuits. For
left-shifters, e.g., we have proved that the result interpreted
as binary number, equals the input multiplied by the power
of the shift-amount, also both interpreted as binary numbers:
〈outp〉 = 〈inp〉 × 2〈sha〉, where〈·〉 converts a bitvector to its
represented natural number. Here we assume that no bits are
shifted out, which itself is captured as a numerical precondi-
tion, namely〈inp〉 < 2output_width−〈sha〉.

Based on those generic arithmetic circuits, we can con-
struct and verify the actual floating point circuits. The cir-
cuits are composed from the generic circuits, combined with
glue-logic such as single gates or multiplexers. The mathe-
matical function of these composed circuits can then be de-
rived from rewriting with the mathematical specifications of
the sub-circuits, plus some reasoning about the glue-logic. In
that way, we describe the floating-point circuits on the gate-
level, but raise the verification very quickly to the numerical
level, which is easier to handle in the theorem prover.

Once the mathematical functionality of a floating-point
circuit has been established, we can use the theory of round-
ing to derive correctness of this circuit (or a composition
of multiple such circuits) according to the formalization of
the IEEE standard. For example, for the verification of the
floating-point rounder, we separately verify the normalization
shifter, the sticky-bit computation, and the actual rounding
decision with incrementer against the respective numerical
definitions from the rounding theory. Using the correctness
of these blocks plus the theorems from the rounding theory,
we can then combine them to derive the correctness of the
complete rounding unit.

Similarly, we can derive correctness of the floating-point
addition circuit (including, e.g., alignment shift), and then
combine it with the rounding unit to obtain correctness of the
whole floating-point computation. The correctness statement
of the addition circuit states that a number is computed which
is equivalent to the infinitely precise addition result withre-
spect to the equivalence relation mentioned in section 5.1.By
the theorems about this equivalence relation, and the correct-
ness of the rounding unit, it follows that the combination of
addition circuit and rounding unit produces the correct over-
all result.
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The combinational multiplicative FPU is described as a
function7 mdcomb; similar functions are defined for the ad-
ditive and misc FPUs. For later pipelining, this function is
partitioned into sub-functions corresponding to the circuits
of the different pipeline stages, for example, functionsunp
for the unpacker,mul1 for the first multiplier stage, etc. For
multiplications on non-special operands,mdcomb = rd2 ◦
rd1 ◦ mul2 ◦ mul1 ◦ unp holds (function composition from
right to left), i.e., multiplication can be performed by consec-
utive execution of the sub-functions. The equality is proved
trivially in PVS from the construction ofmdcomb and the sub-
functions. Division is implemented with Newton-Raphson it-
eration. This implies that a division instruction has to iter-
ate through the multiplier (and some other hardware) several
times. In the definition and verification of the combinational
FPUmdcomb the iteration is unrolled and thus this hardware
is replicated multiple times. Hence,mdcomb = rd2 ◦ rd1 ◦
selfd ◦ (mul2 ◦ mul1)i ◦ unp holds, wherei is the num-
ber of iterations depending on the precision. The pipelined
FPUmdpipe described below comprises only one multiplier
instance, and division instructions iterate through this multi-
plier multiple times. The verification of the pipelined version
verifies that the manifold replication of themul1 andmul2
functions inmdcomb matches the iteration through the same
multiplier in mdpipe.

The theory of rounding as well as the FPU design are
based on [37]. A detailed description of the formulation and
verification in PVS can be found in [3,22,24].

5.3 Pipelining

After having verified the combinational FPU against its IEEE
specification, the FPU is pipelined. Exemplarily, figure 6 de-
picts the pipeline structure of the multiplicative FPU. Thefirst
pipeline stage does operand unpacking, special case detec-
tion (NaN,∞, etc.), and contains a lookup table for the ini-
tial approximation for divisions. If a special case is detected,
the result is computed here and is bypassed to the output of
the FPU. The next two pipeline stages comprise a pipelined
Karatsuba-Ofman multiplier [27]. Divisions iterate through
this multiplier up to 8 times, depending on the target preci-
sion. Theselfd stage is used for divisions only, multiplica-
tions skip this stage. Finally, the results are rounded by the
two-stage rounder.

Each instruction flows through the pipeline until it cannot
flow further due to a structural hazard, i.e., another instruction
in the pipeline requires the same stage. For example, if two
divisions are iterating simultaneously through the two multi-
plier stages, both stages are occupied and thus a multiplica-
tion in the unpack stage has to be stalled. If multiple paths
lead to the same stage, arbitration is performed by static pri-
oritization of the longer paths; this ensures liveness.

As described in section 3.4, the execution units in the
VAMP processor do not need to finish the execution of in-

7 Combinational hardware blocks are modelled as functions inPVS, map-
ping input bits and bitvectors to output bits and bitvectors; cf. Section 8.
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Fig. 6.Pipeline structure of the multiplicative FPU

struction in the same order as they are started. The FPU ex-
ecution units exploit this in several ways: for example, in-
structions on special operands like∞ are directly bypassed
to the output, and hence can overtake other instructions still
in the pipeline. If a single division is iterating through the
multiplier, only one multiplier stage is occupied at a time;
hence, a multiplication instruction can simultaneously flow
through the unoccupied multiplier stages, and then finish ex-
ecution while the division is still iterating. Another example
are two division instructions iterating through the two multi-
plier stages in an intertwined way: a single precision instruc-
tions needs fewer iterations and can hence overtake a double
precision even if started later.

The pipelined FPUs are composed of the combinational
pipeline stages described in section 5.2, e.g.,mul1 andmul2.
In addition, the pipelined FPUs contain multiplexers between
converging pipeline paths, registers between the stages, and
the pipelining control logic; these hardware components do
not exist in the combinational FPUs. The pipelined FPUs are
defined as PVS functions which represent the next-state func-
tion of the pipeline (cf. section 8). For example, the pipelined
multiplicative FPU is defined as a functionmdpipe which
implements the pipeline depicted in figure 6. Note that the
VAMP hardware only instantiates the pipelined version of
the FPUs—the combinational versions likemdcomb are only
used as intermediate definitions for verifying the numerical
correctness of the FPUs.
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We have to verify the execution unit conditions from sec-
tion 3.4. Data correctness of the pipelined FPUs is defined
by the combinational FPU functions which have been veri-
fied against the IEEE standard. This means that the combi-
national FPU function, e.g.mdcomb, acts as datapath specifi-
cation function (calledf in 3.4, iii) for the pipelined version
mdpipe.

The properties i), ii), and iv) are independent of the data-
path. For property iii) we have to prove that the instruction
takes the correct path through the pipeline, and that hence the
correct stage functions are applied to the instruction datain
the correct order and number. This in particular involves ver-
ifying that iterating over the same multiplier instancei times
in mdpipe is equivalent to thei-fold replication of the mul-
tiplier in mdcomb. Note that this also involves verification of
any resource conflicts at the multiplier, and also correct data
routing through the multiplexers in the pipeline.

In a sense, we regard the instruction as a token flow-
ing through the pipeline and collecting the function of each
pipeline stage on the intermediate data. For this purpose, the
actual function of each stage can be left uninterpreted, i.e.,
we do not care that therd1 andrd2 stage actually comprise
a floating-point rounder—we only need to check that the in-
struction flows through these stages.

We have tried to prove the correctness of the pipelining
by theorem-proving. However, the invariants from the cor-
rectness criterion in section 3.4 are not inductive and have
to be strengthened by auxiliary invariants. Due to the out-of-
order behaviour, finding enough auxiliary invariants proved
to be extremely hard. Instead, we came up with a method
of combining both model-checking and theorem-proving for
this verification task. Since we have designed the pipeline
control separately from the datapath logic, we have a struc-
tural separation of the whole pipelined FPU into control and
datapath for free. This enables us to use a model-checker in
order to prove lemmas about the control, which then are com-
bined with the datapath using theorem proving. Specifically,
we have proved i), ii) and iv) from section 3.4 completely
using the PVS-built-in model-checker.

For property iii) we have verified liveness of all individual
pipeline stages, together with lemmas about the choice of the
arbiters in different situations. These lemmas are then used
during theorem-proving to “push” instructions through the
datapath. For example, if an instruction is in the first pipeline
stage, then by a model-checked lemma, the pipeline stage
mul1 will eventually be clocked with its input multiplexer se-
lecting the unpack stage. At this time, the instruction makes
progress into the multiplier. In this way, we can push the
whole instruction through the pipeline stage by stage. At ev-
ery stage, the theorem prover can easily collect the pipeline
stage function into the intermediate result of that instruction.
At the end, the derived composition of stage functions reflects
the path that the instruction has taken through the pipeline;
this composition of stage functions is then compared to the
datapath specification function, e.g.,mdcomb. If, for example,
a division would erroneously skip theselfdstage, the com-

parison of the composed datapath functions frommdpipe to
mdcomb would fail.

The built-in PVS model-checker is aµ-calculus model-
checker. As such, the lemmas proved by the model-checker
are statements about the control of the FPU pipeline inµ-
calculus. The properties i) – iv) from section 3.4, however,
are notµ-calculus properties, but use universal and existential
quantifiers to argue about sequences of states. For theorem-
proving, this form of temporal statements seems more con-
venient. In order to efficiently use model-checked proper-
ties in the theorem-proving domain, we have verified theo-
rems relatingµ-calculus properties to their respective univer-
sal/existential quantifier forms. For example, we have veri-
fied for arbitrary state machinesM and propertiesp that the
µ-calculus formula ofAGp holds if and only if for all valid
state sequencesS and all timest, the propertyp(S(t)) holds.
These theorems have first been proved in [16] and are well
known. However, they have not been verified using formal
methods before, which is necessary to transform betweenµ-
calculus and the quantifier form in a formally safe way. Using
these theorems, we can use the model-checked properties in
the theorem-proving domain in order to prove the necessary
pipeline correctness conditions.

We remark that, due to the use of the model-checker, we
have formal proofs but no complete paper and pencil proofs
for the correctness and liveness of the floating point control.
Details on the construction and verification of the pipelines,
as well as the theorems aboutµ-calculus, can be found in [23,
24].

5.4 Number of operands

At first sight, floating point operations have two operands and
one result. However, rounding mode (stored in a special pur-
pose registerRM ) and interrupt masks (stored inSR) are two
further operands of every floating point operation. Moreover,
there is aliasing in connection with the addressing of the float-
ing point registers: each single precision floating point regis-
ter can be accessed by single precision operations as well as
by double precision operations. The ISA does not preclude
the construction of a double precision operand by two writes
with single precision to the upper and lower half of a dou-
ble precision register.It can be necessary to forward these
two results from separate places. This is easily realized by
treating the upper half and the lower half of double precision
operands as separate operands. Thus, the reservation stations
for the floating point units have a total of 6 operands.

6 Memory interface

The formal proof that the VAMP with a cache memory inter-
face implementation simulates the specification machine is
decomposed into two independent parts. First, we replace the
cache memory interface by an idealized memoryMI which is
basically a dual-ported memory. The VAMP with this mem-
ory MI is verified against its specification. As a second step,
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we only focus on the cache memory interface implementa-
tion; we prove that this implementation fulfills the specifi-
cation given byMI . Thus,MI is used as a definition in the
correctness proof of the whole CPU, while it serves as a spec-
ification against which we verify the cache memory interface
implementation. Putting these two proofs together yields a
fully formally verified CPU with a cache memory interface.

The interface ofMI is defined such that the real cache is
a refinement ofMI , i.e., it behaves according to the interface
signal definitions, butMI leaves latencies and stall cycles un-
specified.

6.1 Specification

LetB ≥ 1 be the width of the memory interface data in bytes,
and leta ≥ 1 be the number of bits used in addressing the
memory interface. Thus, our memory contains2a · B bytes
andB bytes can be read or written in a single memory access.

A memory interface is basically a memory with data- and
instruction access ports as depicted in figure 7. In additionto
the address- and data buses in the figure, there are several con-
trol signals. As inputs of the memory interface, we haveinit
as a power-up signal,mr andmw to select read- and write
accesses on the data access port, respectively,mwb with B
byte write signals for write accesses, andimr for read ac-
cesses on the instruction port. The control outputs areibusy
anddbusy indicating a pending access on the instruction- or
data port, respectively. Note that the memory interface is ad-
dressed by word addressespc and adr and always returns
full data words on reads; for writes, only the bytes selected
by mwb are written. In particular, this means that there is no
misaligned access support in the memory interface. We call
the CPU output to the memory interface valid if

i) init is initially active:init0

ii) the read- and write signals on the data port are never
raised simultaneously:∀t : ¬mwt ∨ ¬mrt

iii) a data access is stalled by an activedbusy:

∀t∀b ∈ {adr, din, mw, mr, mwb} :
(mrt ∨ mwt) ∧ dbusyt =⇒ bt+1 = bt

iv) an instruction access is stalled by an activeibusy:

∀t : imrt ∧ ibusyt =⇒
{pc, imr}t+1 = {pc, imr}t
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mw
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dout

din

dbusy

imr

pc

inst

ibusy
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Fig. 8.Timing of the memory interface

The timing in our memory interface is simple. The CPU
starts a data request in a cyclet by raisingmrt for a read or
mwt for a write. The address of the request isadrt. In case of
a write,dint holds the data to be written andmwbt contains
the byte enables for the single bytes indint. All these signals
keep their value until in a cyclet′ ≥ t, dbusyt′ is lowered.
In case of a read access, the data returned ondoutt

′

is the
requested data.

Similarly, an instruction read request is started in a cycle
t by an activeimrt. The addresspct remains stable until in a
cyclet′ ≥ t, ibusyt′ is lowered. The data outputinstt

′

is the
requested instruction data. Instruction and data requestsmay
be arbitrarily interleaved. This is illustrated in figure 8.

We call a memory interface with valid input from a CPU
correct if it is both live and consistent. Liveness means that
any access to the memory interface eventually terminates,
and consistency means that any read access yields the ex-
pected data. The following definitions formalize these con-
cepts. Note that for anyword addressa, a byteb < B in the
data word addressed bya has thebyteaddressB · a + b since
we consider little endian memory organization.

Let init_mem be the initial memory content of a memory
interface. We now model the visible memory content of the
memory interface. The memory content is only updated at
the end of a write access, and then only the bytes selected
by mwb in the address given byadr. Thus, we define the
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memory contentMI in cyclet ∈ N recursively as follows:

M0
I := init_mem

M t+1
I [B ·a + b] :=











dint[b] if a = adrt ∧ mwt∧

mwbt
b ∧ ¬dbusyt

M t
I [B ·a + b] else

We formally call a memory interface correct if the follow-
ing conditions hold for any cyclet and any byteb < B:

i) data cache consistency:

mrt ∧ ¬dbusyt =⇒ doutt[b] = M t
I [B · adrt + b]

ii) instruction cache consistency:

imrt ∧ ¬ibusyt =⇒ instt[b] = M t
I [B · pct + b]

iii) data cache liveness:∃t′ ≥ t : ¬dbusyt′

iv) instruction cache liveness:∃t′ ≥ t : ¬ibusyt′

Thus, on concurrent read- and write accesses to the same
address in the memory interface, there are two possible out-
comes: Either the instruction read access terminates strictly
after the write access and returns the memory interface con-
tentafter the execution of the data write access, or it termi-
nates in the same cycle or before the write and returns theold
memory content before termination of the write access. Both
scenarios are equally possible with our correctness criterion.

For the remaining section, we only consider a CPU with
such an abstract memory interfaceMI instantiated with pa-
rametersa = 29 andB = 8, i.e., the VAMP accesses 4 GB of
memory in double words. All the arguments and lemmas only
use the definition ofMI , but not the complex cache memory
interface implementation. The actual implementation of the
VAMP memory unit accessing an abstract memory interface
Mif is depicted in figure 9. Internally, it has two pipeline
stages. The first stage does address and control signal com-
putations. The second stage performs the actual access to the
data port of the memory interface via signalsadr, din, and
dout. Instructions are fetched from the instruction port of the
memory interface via signalspc andinst. Note that we can
only access the VAMP memory via the memory interface,
i.e., there areno special instructions that directly access the
physical memory.

6.2 Loads and stores with variable operand width

The formal specification of the semantics of the memory in-
structions is based on the definitions in [37, Chap. 3]. Mem-
ory accesses are characterized by their effective addressea
and their width in bytesd ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8}. The access is aligned
if ea mod d = 0. Effective addressesea define a double
word addressda(ea) = ⌊ea/8⌋ and a byte addressba(ea) =
ea mod 8. A simple ‘alignment lemma’ states that for aligned
accesses, the memory operandM [ea+d−1 : ea] equals bytes
[ba(ea) + d − 1 : ba(ea)] of the double word addressed by
da(ea) at the memory interface.8 Details can be found in [37,

8 Note that this specifies little endian memory organization.

p. 78–88]. For misaligned memory addresses, a correspond-
ing interrupt is triggered and the VAMP does not access the
memory at all.

Circuits calledshift4loadandshift4storeare used in or-
der to ensure that data is loaded and stored correctly. These
circuits are shown in figure 9. “Shift for store” denotes shift-
ing the data, say the halfword which is to be stored, into the
correct position of a double-word before it is sent to the 64-
bit wide memory interface. Similarly, “shift for load” denotes
extraction of the requested portion (say halfword) of the 64-
bit delivered from the memory interface. Also, sign-extension
is done during “shift for load” for signed byte- and halfword-
loads. Additionally, a circuit calledgen_bwis used in order
to generate the byte enable signals for a write access to the
memory interface that features 64 bit wide data. Shift for
store and load are implemented by means of two simplified
shifters with some control logic [37]. SinceM t

I = M
sI(M,t)
S

is part of the correctness invariant, it is easy to show that an
aligned memory access in the implementation yields the same
result as in the specification.

Note that the remaining correctness criteria of a func-
tional unit as outlined in section 3.4 are easy to show for
the memory unit since memory instructions are executed in
order in contrast to the floating point unit. Thus, the tech-
niques introduced in section 5 did not have to be employed
for the pipelined memory unit. Details of the verification of
our memory unit are reported in [6, Chap. 4.4.2].

6.3 Self-modifying code

We consider self-modifying code independent of the imple-
mentation of the memory interface, i.e., the following argu-
ments are based exclusively on the memory interface layer,
and not on the cache memory interface implementation. In
terms of scheduling functions, the problem of self-modifying
code can be summarized as follows:

The correctness invariant guaranteesM t
I = M

sI(M,t)
S .

Let PCI be the PC actually used in the VAMP implemen-
tation to fetch an instruction according to figure 3; for the
specification,PCS = DPCS holds. Fromcorr?(t) and the
implementation of the PC used in instruction fetch, we can
concludePCt

I = PC
sI(fetch,t)
S . We then have to guarantee

that in case of a fetch in cyclet, the following equation holds:

M t
I [PCt

I + 3 : PCt
I ] = M

sI(fetch,t)
S [PCt

I + 3 : PCt
I ]

Thus, in order for the fetch to be correct, we have to guar-
antee thatMI was not updated on addressPCt

I by any in-
struction betweensI(M, t) and i := sI(fetch, t). As an
additional precondition for the correctness of the implemen-
tation, we therefore demand that in case an instructionIi is
fetched from a memory locationPCi

S , there is a specialsync-
instruction between the last write toPCi

S and the fetch from
PCi

S .9 From the view of the programmer, thissyncinstruc-
tion behaves just like anop. For the pipeline implementation,
however, the effect of thesyncinstruction is as follows:

9 This implies the correspondency condition from [42].
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Fig. 9.Data paths of the VAMP memory unit

i) The syncinstruction is stalled in decode until all previ-
ously issued instructions have left the pipeline. In partic-
ular, this means that all pending writes in the memory unit
have completed.

ii) No instruction after thesyncinstruction is fetched while
it is stalled.

Hence, the overall effect of asyncinstructionIi is that the
first instruction afterIi is only fetched afterall instructions
beforeIi have left the pipeline. In particular, all memory in-
structions beforeIi have already been completed when the
new instruction is fetched. The memory interface itself is
not affected by thesync instruction; hence, caches are not
flushed. However, the memory interface is still correct ac-
cording to our definition; therefore, we do not have to argue
about the consistency of caches since the cache memory in-
terface implements a correct memory interface which is the
only property we care about in our arguments.

In the VAMP architecture, thissyncinstruction is imple-
mented without additional hardware by a special move from
the IEEEf register toR0 as mentioned in section 3.5. We
have formally verified that this use of thesyncinstruction suf-
fices to show the correctness of the implementation in case of
self-modifying code [6, Chap. 4.4.3]. Note that typical com-
pilers trivially fulfill the sync criterion by not generating self-
modifying code.

6.4 Preciseness of interrupts

In this section, we give the arguments for preciseness of in-
terrupts with respect to the memory. In formal terms, given
JISRt andcorr?(t), we want to conclude the memory part

of corr_i?(t + 1), i.e., M t+1
I = M

sI(inst,t+1)
S . Note that

corr?(t) guaranteesM t
I = M

sI(M,t)
S wheresI(M, t) can be

both smaller and greater thansI(inst, t + 1). Therefore, it
is sufficient to guarantee two things: i) in the interrupt cy-
cle t, no store accesses the memory, i.e.,M t

I = M t+1
I , and

ii) there is no write after an instruction that caused an inter-
rupt accesses the memory, while all writes prior to the in-
terrupted instruction are actually executed, i.e.,M

sI(M,t)
S =

M
sI(inst,t+1)
S .
Preciseness of interrupts for the memory unit is accom-

plished by stalling writes in the memory unit before their
memory access until there is no older instruction left in the
VAMP’s pipeline. Showing that this construction is sufficient
for precise interrupts with respect to the memory is not too
difficult [6, Chap. 4.5.1]. Note that we do not have to argue
about the complex cache memory interface implementation,
but only about the memory interface layer.

7 Cache memory interface

After proving the VAMP implementation with an abstract
memory interface correct against its specification in the last
section, we now give an implementation of a cache memory
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Fig. 10.Cache memory interface

interface together with a correctness proof against its specifi-
cation, a memory interface.

7.1 Implementation

The memory interface is implemented with split caches con-
nected to a single main memory as depicted in figure 10. We
use a write-back policy for the data cache, i.e., on a write
access of the CPU, the data cache is updated and the corre-
sponding data is marked as dirty. Thus, a slow access to the
main memory is avoided. If dirty data is to be evicted from
the cache, it is written back to the main memory in order to
ensure data consistency.

The protocol used to keep the caches coherent works as
follows: If a cache signals a hit on a CPU access, the data
is read directly from the cache or written to it, depending on
the type of the CPU access. This allows for memory accesses
that take only one cycle to complete. If, on the other hand, the
cache signals a miss, the corresponding data has to be loaded
into the cache. The control first examines the other cache in
order to find out if it holds the required data. In this case,
the data in the other cache is invalidated. If the data to be
invalidated is dirty, this requires an additional write back to
the main memory.

This consistency protocol guaranteesexclusiveness, i.e.,
for any address, at most one of the two caches signals a hit.
In this way, we ensure that on a hit of the instruction cache,
the data cache does not contain newer data.

The instruction and data caches are implemented ask-
way sectored set-associative caches using an LRU replace-
ment policy. Cache sectors consist of 4 double words since
the bus protocol supports bursts of length 4. However, in the

overall correctness proof of the cache memory interface, we
do not want to argue about unnecessary details like the as-
sociativity or replacement policy of the underlying caches.
Therefore, the proof that the cache memory interface imple-
ments a memory interface is decomposed into two cleanly
separated parts: First, we introduce the abstract notion ofcon-
sistent cachesand show the cache memory interface with
such black-boxed consistent caches to be correct. As a sec-
ond step, we only focus on the cache level and show dif-
ferent implementations, among themk-way set-associative
and fully associative caches, to implement these consistent
caches [6, Chap. 2]. On the one hand, this decomposition fa-
cilitates arguments considerably, while on the other hand,it
actually makes it easy to instantiate and verify a cache mem-
ory interface with different associativity for instruction and
data cache as we did for the VAMP.

7.2 Typical lemmas

The inductive invariant used in order to show consistency of
split caches as described above consists ofthreeparts. Two
of these parts are obvious: if the data or instruction cache,re-
spectively, signals ahit, then its output data equals the spec-
ified memory content. However, an invariant consisting only
of these two claims isnot inductive since caches are reloaded
from the main memory. Therefore, we need a third part of our
invariant stating the consistency of data in the main memory.
Thus, we also claim that on a clean hit or a miss in cyclet
on addressDadrt in the data cache, the main memorymem
on this addressDadrt contains the specified memory content
MI . Note that on a clean hit in the data cache, we thus claim
data consistency in both the data cache and the main memory.
Formally, we have the following claim:

Ihitt =⇒ Idoutt[b] = M t
I [8 · Iadrt + b]∧

Dhitt =⇒ Ddoutt[b] = M t
I [8 · Dadrt + b]∧

¬(Dhitt ∧ dirtyt) =⇒
memt[8 · Dadrt + b] = M t

I [8 · Dadrt + b].

This invariant is strong enough to show that the cache
memory interface implements a memory interface according
to section 6.1 since the data word returned to the CPU on a
read access is just the cache output in case of a hit, or the data
written to the cache during cache load in case of a miss. Note
that the invariant relies on the exclusiveness property of the
protocol, which has to be verified as part of the proof of the
invariant. Details on the verification are reported in [6, Chap.
3].

7.3 Bus protocol

The main memory is accessed via a bus protocol featuring
bursts. The bus protocol signals ready data by raisingbrdy
one cycle in advance. A sample timing of a 4-burst write is
depicted in figure 11. Note that the data inputdin one cycle
after brdy is written to the main memory and that the end of
the access is signaled by¬reqp ∧ brdy.
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Fig. 11.4-burst write timing diagram
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Fig. 12.Burst control FSD

As part of our correctness proof for the memory inter-
face, we have formalized this bus protocol and proved that an
automaton10 according to figure 12 implements this protocol
correctly by means of theorem proving [6, Chap. 3.1]. The
main invariant for this proof is the following: in the cycle of
the i-th memory access of the burst, i.e., after thei-th brdy,
the automaton is in statememfor thei-th time. In the cycle of
the last memory access, the automaton is in statelast .

8 Modeling hardware, translation, and synthesis

In this section we describe how the PVS language is used to
model the VAMP hardware. We also describe how the PVS
hardware specifications are translated into Verilog HDL, and
provide some results of the implementation of the VAMP on
a Xilinx FPGA.

10 Note that this bus control FSD is only a part of the FSD for the cache
memory interface.

8.1 Modeling hardware

The basic data types used to model hardware are the PVS
data typesbit andbvec[n] for bits and bitvectors of lengthn,
respectively [12]. In addition to the standard boolean opera-
tors on bits and bitvectors, we useif statements for model-
ing multiplexers,λ-expressions to compose bitvectors of sin-
gle bits, andlet-expressions to eliminate common sub-terms.
Combinational hardware modules are modeled as PVS func-
tions mapping the input bits and bitvectors to the output bits
and bitvectors of the module. Inputs and outputs can both be
nested records of bits and bitvectors. Function calls modelthe
instantiation of hardware sub-modules.

Recursive functions are used in order to model hardware
with recursive structure. This is an important feature since
it allows for inductive reasoning on recursively defined cir-
cuits. In order to define parameterized designs (e.g., adders
of arbitrary width), we use integer parameters in function
definitions. Some simple expressions on those integers are
supported—however, those expressions are only valid if they
can be evaluated to constants during the translation process,
and hence need not be implemented in hardware.

Figure 13 exemplarily depicts the standard construction
of a combinational binary decoder circuit [2] in PVS. The de-
coder computes forn-bit inputs an output of2n bits; if the
input interpreted as a binary number has valuei then exactly
bit i of the output will be one. This construction also shows
the restricted use of integer parameters in the hardware de-
signs: the integers are only used to define the recursion. If
the decoder is used with a fixedn, then by unrolling the re-
cursion all integer expressions can be evaluated to constants,
which leaves an unrolled gate-level description of the decoder
circuit without any integer expressions. Figure 13 also shows
the correctness statement for the decoder, which is proved by
induction onn.

Clocked circuits are modeled as standard transition sys-
tems (S, δ) with state setS, and combinational next-state
functionδ : I ×S → O×S mapping inputs and current state
to outputs and next state. The state setS is a nested record
of bits and bitvectors, andδ is defined as a combinational
function as described above. Composition of multiple such
clocked circuits follows the standard composition of transi-
tion systems from automaton theory: take the Cartesian prod-
uct of the state sets and combine the transition functions ac-
cordingly. Essentially, this means that all registers of a com-
plex clocked circuit are lifted to the top-level in the descrip-
tion of that circuit—admittedly, this is not very convenient
for designing hardware, but for us it eases the verification of
large composed systems.

Based on the definition(S, δ) of a clocked circuit, it is
straightforward to recursively define the sequence of states
that the circuit traverses under a given sequence of inputs.
The signalsstalltin, validt

out, . . . as they are used in section
3.4, for example, are formally defined as such sequences in
PVS.

The described approach of modelling clocked circuits as-
sumes a fully synchronous design, i.e., all registers sharethe
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· · ·· · ·

n > 1
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DL[2k − 1 : 0]

d[2n − 1] · · · d[y] · · · d[0]
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2n−k

n = 1

b[n − 1 : k]

k

DL[y mod 2k]DH[y div 2k]

b[0] d[0]

d[1]

decoder(n: posnat, b: bvec[n]): Recursive bvec[2^n] =
If n = 1 Then

fill[1](b(0)) o fill[1](NOT b(0)) % gates for n=1
Else

Let
k = ceiling(n/2),
dec_lo = decoder(k, b^(k-1, 0)), % sub-circuit
dec_hi = decoder(n-k, b^(n-1, k)) % sub-circuit

In
Lambda (y: below(2^n)):

Let
i = mod(y, 2^k), j = div(y, 2^k)

In
dec_lo(i) AND dec_hi(j) % AND gates

Endif
Measure n;

decoder_correct: Lemma
Forall(n: posnat, b: bvec[n], y: below(2^n)):

(decoder(n,b))(y) IFF bv2nat(b) = y;

In the definition of the decoderfill[1](b) converts a
single bit b to a bitvector of length one,o denotes vec-
tor concatenation,ceiling(a) means⌈a⌉, b(i) returns
bit i of bitvectorb, bˆ(i,j) extracts the bitsi to j from
bitvectorb, andbv2nat(b) returns the value ofb inter-
preted as a binary number.

Fig. 13.Construction and correctness statement of a decoder

same clock and RAM blocks for register files or caches are
also updated synchronously to this clock; thus, concerning
timing, they can be treated like registers. In such a fully syn-
chronous design, valid data is needed only at the clock edges
with certain setup- and hold-times. In particular, we fullyig-
nore anyglitches, i.e., instabilities in signals during a clock
period, since these glitches do not influence the fully syn-
chronous designs. This approach therefore cannot cope with
designs that need stable signals during the whole clock cycle,
i.e., where glitches must not occur. For example, this is the
case for asynchronous EDO-RAM chips that need stable ad-
dresses for a fixed amount of time. Since we use synchronous
RAM chips, our proofs guarantee the correctness of the de-
sign regardless of any occurring glitches.

8.2 Translation

We have written a translation tool calledpvs2hdl [7] that
translates PVS hardware descriptions into a standard hard-
ware description language. We have chosen Verilog HDL,
but any other language like VHDL would have worked as
well. The translation of PVS hardware descriptions to Ver-
ilog works as follows: starting from a user defined top level
functionf , a Verilog module is generated for each PVS func-
tion in the sub-function call tree off . If the PVS function has
integer parameters to represent parameterized circuits, aVer-
ilog module for each different occurring parameterizationis
generated. If the PVS function is recursive, the recursion is
unrolled.

The translation of standard boolean operators to Verilog
is trivial; λ-expressions are translated separately for each bit,
which are then concatenated to yield the desired bitvector.A
let x = expr construct is translated by first translatingexpr,
then assigning a wire-name to the translatedexpr, and using
this wire-name in Verilog where in PVS the aliasx is ref-
erenced. Thereby, the hardware for expressionexpr is only
generated once, although the aliasx may be used several
times. PVS function calls are translated to module instanti-
ations in Verilog. All expressions in the domain of integers
must be completely evaluated to constants bypvs2hdl ; if
the tool fails to evaluate an expression, it aborts the trans-
lation with an error message. Nested records of bitvectors
are flattened into individual bitvectors bypvs2hdl since
records are not supported by Verilog.

In order to translate a clocked circuit(S, δ) to Verilog,
the tool generates an additional top level moduleM . This
module contains a register of typeS (flattened for records,
again), and an instantiation of the translatedδ-module, which
is connected to the register in the obvious way. Additional
inputs and outputs ofδ are connected to respective primary
inputs and outputs ofM .

While we support the translation of a certain subset of
the PVS language to Verilog, there are numerous PVS lan-
guage elements not supported bypvs2hdl . For example,
expressions in PVS may contain quantifiers (∀, ∃) or higher-
order logic statements. As these constructs have no gate-level
equivalent, they are not supported bypvs2hdl , and are con-
sequently not used in our VAMP hardware design. However,
those language elements may yet be used in the PVS correct-
ness specifications and proofs of the hardware designs.

8.3 Synthesis and results

We have successfully translated the PVS hardware descrip-
tion of the VAMP processor to Verilog HDL. The Verilog
representation of the processor (including caches and floating
point unit) has been synthesized, implemented, and tested on
a Xilinx FPGA hosted on a PCI board. Some additional un-
verified hardware for controlling the VAMP processor and
for accessing its memory from the host PC has also been syn-
thesized on this FPGA [32]. The VAMP processor occupies
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Part Effort [years] Lemmas Proof steps

Tomasulo & ALU 2 521 14367
FPU 3 1046 25936
Memory Interface 2 566 24432
Putting together 1 445 23299

Total 8 2548 88034

Table 2.Verification effort

about 18000 slices of a Xilinx Virtex FPGA, which accounts
for a gate count of 1.5 million gates as reported by the Xilinx
tools. The design contains 9100 bits of registers (not counting
memory and caches) and runs at 10 MHz.

We have ported thegcc and the GNU C library for the
VAMP in order to execute test programs on the VAMP [35].
As it was to be expected from our verified design, we found
no errors in the VAMP processor.

9 Verification effort

The formal verification of the VAMP microprocessor took
about eight person-years; for the translation tool and synthe-
sis on the FPGA, an additional person-year was required. Ta-
ble 2 summarizes the verification effort for the different parts
of the VAMP including the number of lemmas and interac-
tive proof-steps in PVS. We are confident that the number
of lemmas and proof steps could be significantly reduced by
employing PVS strategies or integrating automated methods
since we made only limited use of PVS strategies. Hence, the
numbers are just intended to give an idea on the general com-
plexity of the proofs and the high degree of interactivity in
our proofs.

Note especially that in table 2, “Putting it all together”
took a whole person-year for several reasons. First of all,
the proof of the Tomasulo core from [28] was only generic
and had to be applied to the VAMP architecture, especially
the VAMP instruction set. Unfortunately, in spite of thor-
ough planning on our part, the interfaces between the dif-
ferent parts didnot match exactly. Thus, a considerable ef-
fort went into patching these interfaces. Additionally, self-
modifying code and theIEEEf -extension to the Tomasulo
algorithm had to be considered. Also, interrupt support and
a memory unit still had to be added to the formally verified
Tomasulo core. Last but not least, PVS does not scale too well
for projects this large; typechecking of the VAMP alone takes
already more than two hours on our fastest machine.

10 Summary and future work

To the best of our knowledge, we have reported for the first
time the formal verification of i) a processor with the full
DLX instruction set including load and store instructions for
bytes, half words, words, and double words, ii) a processor
with delayed branch, iii) a processor with maskable nested

interrupts, iv) a processor with integrated floating point unit,
v) a memory system with separate instruction and data cache.
More importantly, all the above mentioned constructions and
proofs are integrated into a single design and a single correct-
ness proof. Thus, we can be sure that no oversimplifications
have been made in any part of the design. PVS ensures that
there are no proof gaps left.

The VAMP design is synthesized11 and implemented on
an FPGA. The complexity of the design is comparable to in-
dustrial controllers with FPUs. To the best of our knowledge,
VAMP is by far the most complex processor formally verified
so far.

We see several directions for further work in the near fu-
ture. i) Adding a store buffer to the memory unit. ii) The
treatment of a memory management unit with separate ad-
dress translation units for data and instructions. iii) Proving
formally that a machine with memory management unit and
appropriate page fault handlers as part of the operating sys-
tem gives a single user program the view of a uniform virtual
memory. This requires to argue about hardware and software
simultaneously; a paper and pencil proof is given in [18].
iv) Completing the liveness proof of the VAMP with mem-
ory management unit. v) Redoing as much as possible of the
present correctness proof with automatic methods. For such
methods any subset of our lemmas lends itself as a bench-
mark suite with a very nice property: we know that it can be
completed to the correctness proof of a full bit-level design.

As a part of the Verisoft12 project funded by the German
federal government, we are currently carrying the hierarchi-
cal proof approach several steps further like the CLI stack [5]
project of Moore and Hunt. We add a formally verified com-
piler of a subset of the C language, a simple operating system,
and page-fault handlers which are at least partially written in
assembler; at the top, we run an email client, some signature
software, and TCP/IP-protocol support as applications. The
ambitious goal is to seamlessly integrate all these different
layers into one single correctness statement that signing and
sending or receiving and checking of the signature, respec-
tively, are correcton the VAMP architecture. Several addi-
tional layers with appropriate black boxes between instruc-
tion set architecture level and application software have to be
added. We intend to achieve these goals by mid 2007.
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